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Stocks and bonds are the most fundamental asset classes, the co-movement 
between stock and bond markets is not only crucial for portfolio management, but 
also carries important theoretical implications. The stock-bond relation is often 
explored in the context of the correlation between stock and bond returns, and the 
correlation between stock and bond volailities. However, little attention has been paid 
to the correlation between one market’s return and the other market’s volatility, which  
could capture excess information about stock-bond co-movement. Take the 
correlation between stock market volatility and bond market return for example, if 
stock market becomes more volatile while bond market return goes up, then 
encorporating bond assets into investment portfolio or improving the allocation 
proportion of bonds could partially offset the large downward movement of the 
portfolio value and increase the portfolio skewness, so bonds may offer more 
diversification opportunities than what we think.   
Accroding to asset pricing theory, if one risk is systemic, then this risk factor 
should be priced, and every each asset could get different risk premium owing to 
different loading on this risk factor. In CAPM, only market risk facor is considered, 
subsquent research have included correlation risk, volatility risk and liquidity risk into 
the asset pricing model. However, all of these pricing factors are confined in a single 
market. If the cross-market investment is strengthy enough, then the endogenous 
linkage of stock and bond markets may drive co-movement factors to be priced, 
however, few research has studied stock-bond relation from the standpoint of asset 
pricing. 
This paper first applies widely-used research method on stock-bond markets 
co-movement, such as vector autoregressive model and DCC-MVGARCH model, to 
preliminary study on stock and bond markets. The preliminary study shows that there 
is no significant spillover effect between stock and bond market returns, and the 
time-varying correlation presents high persistence in the sample period from January 















Followed by preliminary study, this paper gives the definition of stock-market 
cross-skewness and bond-market cross-skewness. With both markets’ monthly excess 
returns in the sample period, Markov regime switching model and related proposition, 
series of conditional expected correlation, conditional expected stock-market 
cross-skewness and conditional expected bond-market cross-skewness are estimated. 
Through detailed analysis of the three dynamic factors, it concludes that conditional 
expected stock-market cross-skewness remains to be mostly negative while 
conditional expected bond-market cross- skewness is mostly positive. In the last 
chapter of this paper, conditional expected stock-bond correlation and conditonal 
expected stock-market cross-skewness are test, however the pricing test results show 
that neither of the two factors is priced. The result is attibuted to segmentation of 
investors in China stock and bond markets. Because of the segmentation of investors, 
there are not enough investors that have both cross-market investment philosophy and 
investment capital, which leads to information transmission obstruction and cash flow 
impediment between stock and bond markets, so conditional expected correlation and 
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时变特征进行描述（de Goeij 和 Marquering，2002；Cappiello 等人，2006），还
有学者对收益率的时变相关性从宏观经济角度（Campbell 和 Ammer，1993；Jensen
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